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with the new feature of shift+tab you can go directly to the next available flight without being at the terminal or losing your current settings. you can also see where each flight is going and from which terminal, which is a great feature and makes selecting a flight much more straight forward. i will have to
say that i am very impressed with this program in terms of functionality and features. i have not done a full review of it yet because i have not had a chance to play with the program but i will get to that. i just ordered a copy for x-plane 10 and hope that it works better than the test flight i have had. i think i
will set my target airports to a more moderate setting and see how well it works. just flight traffic 360 seems to have the right idea in terms of making it a more realistic traffic program. in case you are wondering, i am not really looking forward to the next x-plane10 update, i have enough to do with my own
projects and i know that there will be some great improvements in the next release that will make flight even more amazing. if you are like me, you will not be surprised by the development pace of x-plane, i do not expect to see these kinds of improvements to my favorite software for a while! overall i like

what i have seen of the traffic global release and i am looking forward to playing with it. i would love to see the program supported better for x-plane 10, but from what i have seen, the performance has improved significantly, just not quite there yet. i will give it a try with a moderate setting and a few of the
airports that i have come to love and i will let you know how it goes.
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hello, as a new user of traffic global, i have downloaded the program and installed on my pc using the instructions given on the download page. i have also downloaded the newest version of prepar3d. i have gone through all the tutorials available and have a good understanding of the program. i have also
read all the threads on the forum relating to the program. i understand that the traffic global program uses the same fsdb file as prepar3d. i have the latest version of prepar3d and have the latest version of traffic global. i have been flying around for a few days now, doing my own airport approach/departure
manoeuvres (while watching ai traffic on the screen) and trying to figure out how to get the traffic show up on my gtn 650/750. i have not been successful. i have not yet been able to fly in a traffic pattern. any suggestions would be greatly appreciated. thanks! hello, i have been using traffic global for some
time now and have been very satisfied with the results. i also have prepar3d installed and use it along with traffic global. when i first installed traffic global, i used the manual to configure it for my gtn 650/750. at the time, i used the 120th plugin and the 121st plugin. i have not yet been able to use traffic
global in a traffic pattern. i have been trying to figure out how to get the traffic show up on my gtn 650/750. any suggestions would be greatly appreciated. thanks. hi, i downloaded the latest version of traffic global and it installed easily. however, i have not been able to get the traffic to display on my gtn

650/750. i have tried doing my own airport approach/departure manoeuvres, but i am not able to fly in a traffic pattern. 5ec8ef588b
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